ILLUSTRATIVE MATHEMATICS

A MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM FOR ALL STUDENTS

September 17th · Shelbi Cole · Going Deeper or going faster: Instructional decisions that support gifted learners in mathematics

October 22nd · Judit Moschkovich · Mathematics, Language, and the Common Core: Supporting English Learners in Mathematics Classrooms

November 19th · Marilyn Strutchens · Fostering mathematical reasoning and sense making for all students via multiple entry level tasks

April 30th · Eugenia Vomvoridi-Ivanovic · Meeting the needs of English language learners in the mathematics classroom

May 21st · Arthur Powell · Toward better learning and teaching: Leveraging what all students bring to a mathematics classroom

WHO?
Teachers
State/District Math Specialists
School Math Coaches

WHEN?
Thursday Evenings
7pm – 8pm Eastern

WHERE?
Watch the session live from your computer and participate in the Q&A after each talk or catch the recording and watch at your convenience!

COST
$150 for all 5 sessions
Or
$40 per session

SIGN UP AT
store.illustrative mathematics.org